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The Redfern Inquiry into human tissue analysis in UK
nuclear facilities
2010-11-16

between 1955 and 1992 organs were removed at post mortem examinations of nuclear workers and
subjected to radiochemical analysis at various nuclear laboratory facilities individual chapters
examine british nuclear fuels ltd the united kingdom atomic energy authority the trade unions and
the compensation scheme the national radiological protection board the atomic weapons
establishment registries strontium and the medical research council west cumberland hospital the
families evidence and assistance was received from all these stakeholders to discover the extent of
the practice of organ removal the inquiry directed particular attention towards coronial and
pathology practice the number of deceased persons involved the extent of organ removal and what
was done with those organs that had been removed the uses to which the resulting data were put
issues of knowledge and consent and the role of management the inquiry concludes that in many
cases the families had been wronged organs were removed at post mortem and provided for
analysis despite being of no possible relevance to the cause of death the results of radiochemical
analysis were seldom taken into account when the death was certified they were important not for
the coronial investigation but primarily for research the blame lies mainly at the door of the
pathologists who performed the post mortems they were ignorant of the law and had not satisfied
themselves that the relatives consent had been obtained in coronial cases proper supervision would
have prevented the abuse

Encouraging and Supporting Student Inquiry
2007-09-30

assignments that engage students in inquiry topics of their own choosing contribute to motivation
and thus to learning very often the topics chosen particularly by high school students are
considered controversial by school administration parents community organizations and others this
practical book discusses the processes actions and policies needed to support and encourage high
school students in that type of inquiry building trusting relationships over time with administration
and the school community will be stressed as a way to build a community of true inquiry in your
school and library classroom teachers and high school librarians will value the advice and
scaffolding techniques presented that will enable their school and high school library to become a
safe place for student inquiry into issues of their own choosing controversial or not the author
draws on her 30 plus years as a high school librarian deeply concerned with the intellectual
freedom of the researchers in her library media center and with offering help and reassurance to
those trying to implement school library programs that allow all voices to be heard grades 9 12

The Spirit of Inquiry
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cambridge is now world famous as a centre of science but it wasn t always so before the nineteenth
century the sciences were of little importance in the university of cambridge but that began to
change in 1819 when two young cambridge fellows took a geological fieldtrip to the isle of wight
adam sedgwick and john stevens henslow spent their days there exploring unearthing dazzling
fossils dreaming up elaborate theories about the formation of the earth and bemoaning the lack of
serious science in their ancient university as they threw themselves into the exciting new science of
geology conjuring millions of years of history from the evidence they found in the island s rocks
they also began to dream of a new scientific society for cambridge this society would bring together
like minded young men who wished to learn of the latest science from overseas and would
encourage original research in cambridge it would be they wrote a society to keep alive the spirit of
inquiry their vision was realised when they founded the cambridge philosophical society later that



same year its founders could not have imagined the impact the cambridge philosophical society
would have it was responsible for the first publication of charles darwin s scientific writings and
hosted some of the most heated debates about evolutionary theory in the nineteenth century it saw
the first announcement of x ray diffraction by a young lawrence bragg a technique that would
revolutionise the physical chemical and life sciences it published the first paper by c t r wilson on
his cloud chamber a device that opened up a previously unimaginable world of sub atomic particles
200 years on from the society s foundation this book reflects on the achievements of sedgwick
henslow their peers and their successors susannah gibson explains how cambridge moved from
what sedgwick saw as a death like stagnation really little more than a provincial training school for
church of england clergy to being a world leader in the sciences and she shows how science once a
peripheral activity undertaken for interest by a small number of wealthy gentlemen has
transformed into an enormously well funded activity that can affect every aspect of our lives

Health Inquiry
1953

the science and technology committee concludes that the government is too complacent about the
uk s nuclear research and development r d capabilities and associated expertise which will be lost
unless there is a fundamental change in the government s approach the committee s key
recommendations include the development of a long term strategy for nuclear energy looking
beyond 2025 outlining support for r d through an r d roadmap and for the commercial exploitation
of the uk s current strengths in nuclear research the establishment of a nuclear r d board made up
of industry academic and government partners to develop and implement the r d roadmap and help
to improve the co ordination of r d activities to protect vulnerable areas of research and close gaps
in capabilities many of the uk s experts in r d on nuclear energy are nearing retirement age and a
lack of investment over the last two decades means that the uk is now in danger of being in a
position where it will be unable to ensure a safe and secure supply of nuclear energy up to 2050 the
government must take steps now to ensure that there is a new generation of experts together with
r d on which the nuclear industry government and the regulator rely
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considers treatment and control of heart disease and cancer
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Nuclear research and development capabilities
2011-11-22

intermediate energy nuclear physics is devoted to discussing the interaction between hadrons with
nuclei which leads to the emission of particles during an intranuclear cascade and subsequent
decay of a highly excited residual nucleus experimental data and the methods and results of the
calculation of probabilities of various processes initiated by intermediate energy hadrons in nuclei
are set forth and discussed the potential for obtaining information on the structure and properties
of nuclei by comparing experimental data with theoretical results is analyzed new issues such as
analytic methods for the solution of kinetic equations describing the cascade nuclear absorption of
hadrons from bound states of hadronic atoms interaction of antinucleons with nuclei
multifragmentation of highly excited residual nuclei and polarization phenomena are discussed in



detail the book also demonstrates hadron nucleus interactions that bridge the gap between low
energy and heavy ions physics it is an interesting reference for nuclear physicists and other
researchers interested in the analysis of problems associated with the evolution of the early hot
universe neutron stars and supernovas after burning of radioactive waste in nuclear energy
installations and electronuclear energy breeding

Health Inquiry: Neurological diseases, blindness, mental
illness, hearing defects, on Oct. 7-9, 1953
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this report documents indicators and instruments in the context of inquiry based science education
ibse it is embedded in a project that aims at disseminating inquiry based science teaching on a
large scale across europe recent research about ibse is rather specific to individual research
questions and focuses on single aspects of ibse furthermore the instruments and indicators
underlying the different studies are predominately not systematically covered in this report single
indicators and instruments in the context of science education are brought together thereby a
coherent database and a link to different research results are presented the indicators and
instruments in this report originate from a systematic literature review about ibse from 2005 2009
to receive a comprehensive picture about research on ibse the scope of this review contains
instructional aspects 1 implementation areas of politics stakeholders 2 and teacher education and
teacher professional development 3 this report contributes to supplying a systematic overview
about instruments and indicators in the field of ibse it addresses researchers politicians and
stakeholders teacher educators and teachers who are interested in methods of research and
dissemination in the context of science education and ibse

Ebook: Inquiry into Life
2016-04-16

this study focuses on the narrative form which figured prominently in sciascia s literary production
in the 1970s and 1980s that is inchiesta the non fiction investigative essay based principally on
manzoni s storia della colonna infame the column of infamy in his inchieste sciascia investigates
episodes in history from the time of the inquisition through to his own contemporary times where
intolerance and injustice outmatch human weakness and fear this study considers sciascia s
commingling of detective and investigative writing and his attempts at historiography one striking
feature of his narrative technique is his reliance on literature to interpret the past

Intermediate-Energy Nuclear Physics
2018-01-18

building on an increasingly sophisticated body of research on policyborrowing in education this
collection explores ways in which the foreign example in education has been and is being used by
policy makers in a variety of settings its principal aim being to assess the usefulness offoreign
experience inhome contexts

Inquiry Into Physics
1999-10

considers treatment and control of heart disease and cancer



Indicators and Instruments in the Context of Inquiry-Based
Science Education
2012

reviews policies that determined composition of post world war ii stockpiles

Inquisition and Inquiry
2000

no detailed description available for a structural inquiry into the symbolic representation of ideas

Comparative Inquiry and Educational Policy Making
2007-11-22

from nuclear transmutation to nuclear fission 1932 1939 deals with a particular phase in the early
history of nuclear physics the race among four laboratory teams to be the first to achieve the
transmutation of atomic nuclei with artificially accelerated nuclear projectiles protons in high
voltage discharge tubes this volume covers the backgro

The Redfern Inquiry Into Human Tissue Analysis in UK
Nuclear Facilties: Report
2010

jungian arts based research and the nuclear enchantment of new mexico provides clear accessible
and in depth guidance both for arts based researchers using jung s ideas and for jungian scholars
undertaking arts based research the book provides a central extended example which applies the
techniques described to the full text of joel weishaus prose poem the nuclear enchantment of new
mexico published here for the first time designed as a how to book jungian arts based research and
the nuclear enchantment of new mexico explores how jung contributes to the new arts based
paradigm in psychic functions such as intuition by providing an epistemology of symbols that
includes the unconscious and research strategies such as active imagination rowland examines jung
s the red book as an early example of jungian arts based research and demonstrates how this
practice challenges the convention of the detached researcher by providing holistic knowing arts
based researchers will find here a psychic dimension that also manifests in transdisciplinarity while
those familiar with jung s work will find in arts based research ways to foster diversity for a
decolonized academy this unique project will be essential reading for jungian and post jungian
academics and scholars arts based researchers of all backgrounds and readers interested in
transdisciplinarity

Fiscal Year 1991 Department of Energy Authorization:
Nuclear fission
1990

energy has become a central concern of many strands of geographical inquiry from global climate
change to the effects of energy decisions on our lives however many aspects of the black box of
relationships at the energy society interface remain unopened especially in terms of the spatial
underpinnings of energy production and consumption within nations cities and regions debates
focusing on the location and nature of energy flows frequently fail to consider the multiple
geographical networks that illustrate and explain the distribution of fuels and services around the



world providing an integrated perspective on the complex interdependencies between energy and
geography the routledge research companion to energy geographies offers a timely conceptual
framework to study the multiple facets of energy geography including security space and place
planning environmental science economics and political science illustrating how a geographic
approach towards energy can aid decision making pathways in the domains of social justice and
environment this book provides insights that will help move the international community toward
greater cooperation stability and sustainability

Health Inquiry: Heart disease, cancer
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love canal a community poisoned by toxic waste borrowing the multi viewpoint technique of the
classic japanese film rashomon sociologist engineer allan mazur reveals that there are many often
conflicting versions of what occurred at love canal his collection of gripping personal tales tells how
politics journalism and epidemiology often clash when confronting a potential community disaster

Inquiry Into the Strategic and Critical Material Stockpiles
of the U.S.
1962

this book aims to uncover the root causes of natural and man made disasters by going beyond the
typical reports and case studies conducted post disaster it opens the black box of disasters by
presenting forensic analysis approaches to disasters thereby revealing the complex causality that
characterizes them and explaining how and why hazards do or do not become disasters this yields
systemic strategies for managing disasters recently the global threat landscape has seen the
emergence of high impact low probability events events like hurricane katrina the great japan
earthquake and tsunami hurricane sandy super typhoon haiyan global terrorist activities have
become the new norm extreme events challenge our understanding regarding the
interdependencies and complexity of the disaster aetiology and are often referred to as black swans
between 2002 and 2011 there were 4130 disasters recorded that resulted from natural hazards
around the world in these 1 117 527 people perished and a minimum of us 1 195 billion in losses
were reported in the year 2011 alone 302 disasters claimed 29 782 lives affected 206 million people
and inflicted damages worth a minimum of estimated us 366 billion

Inquiry Into the Strategic and Critical Material Stockpiles
of the United States
1963

due process of inquiry says waltz is a book about theory on political plate tectonics launched by
kenneth n waltz 1924 2013 in his very well known book theory of international politic a book that
establishes his work as neo realism waltz s core theory depicts in a tentative axiomatic system his
chief postulate of the two co existing political systems namely the complementarity of hierarchy
and anarchy complementary as defined by bohr it is empirical theory that measures power in the
political anarchy in polarity judged on the standards of sir karl popper it is also theory that can
serve as framework for logics of situation as they spring from the distributional structural dynamics
to capture the fundamental logic of pole s behaviour waltz imported the principle of survival motive
and the notion of selection from darwinian theory natural selection is the empirical principle that
bridges darwinian theory with popperian falsificationism and waltzian structural political theory
natural selection simply resembles falsification from the point of view of humanism it is to be
remembered that the darwinian principle of survival and the mechanism of selection are no choices
on the part of darwin popper waltz behaviourist scientists or anybody else it is no political
preference it is an empirical principle it merely so happens in life
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keeping the lights on nuclear renewables and climate change sixth report of session 2005 06 vol 3
written evidence

A structural inquiry into the symbolic representation of
ideas
2018-12-03

and less as the emanation unden ent radioactive decay and it became motion less after about 30
seconds since this process was occurring very rapidly hahn and sackur marked the position of the
pointer on a scale with pencil marks as a timing device they used a metronome that beat out
intervals of approximately 1 3 seconds this simple method enabled them to determine that the half
life of the emanations of actinium and emanium were the same although giesel s measurements had
been more precise than debierne s the name of actinium was retained since debierne had made the
discovery first hahn now returned to his sample of barium chloride he soon conjectured that the
radium enriched preparations must harbor another radioactive sub stance the liquids resulting
from fractional crystallization which were sup posed to contain radium only produced two kinds of
emanation one was the long lived emanation of radium the other had a short life similar to the
emanation produced by thorium hahn tried to separate this substance by adding some iron to the
solutions that should have been free of radium but to no avail later the reason for his failure
became apparent the element that emitted the thorium emanation was constantly replenished by
the ele ment believed to be radium hahn succeeded in enriching a preparation until it was more
than 100 000 times as intensive in its radiation as the same quantity of thorium

From Nuclear Transmutation to Nuclear Fission, 1932-1939
2002-07-01

nuclear power is low carbon and reliable but in recent years it has struggled to play a strong role in
global plans for electricity generation in the 21st century many of those involved with nuclear
power and environmental agencies see controlled expansion of nuclear plants as the most
environmentally friendly way of meeting growing energy demands in the uk policy makers must
recognise concerns around severe accidents and radioactive wastes and balance these against the
risks arising from other energy technologies in addition energy policy makers must ensure that
energy supplies remain affordable for all in society how might new nuclear power stations help
meet emerging policy needs this second edition of nuclear renaissance technologies and policies for
the future of nuclear power continues to examine the future of nuclear power in the contexts of
economics environmental sustainability and security of electricity supplies fully updated with the
latest technologies and concerns this comprehensive guide illustrates the technical challenges and
opportunities facing nuclear power this semi technical overview of modern technologies meets the
growing interest from scientists environmentalists and governments in the potential expansion of
nuclear power various countries are starting to announce plans for new nuclear plants either to
replace those being decommissioned to provide additional power or to contribute to the
decarbonisation of especially challenging industrial activities in the 2020s many commentators
once again point to a renaissance just beginning nuclear renaissance technologies and policies for
the future of nuclear power is essential reading for physicists engineers policy makers researchers
energy analysts and graduate students in energy sciences engineering and public policy key
features fully updated throughout with new content on topics including the latest developments in
fission and fusion energy the global financial crisis of 2008 2009 and the fukushima daiichi nuclear
accident accessible to readers without a formal education in the area authored by an authority in



the field

Jungian Arts-Based Research and "The Nuclear
Enchantment of New Mexico"
2020-07-26

the author looks at the context conduct and content of the sizewell b inquiry and suggests how
politically charged projects like sizewell b should be handled in the light of the sizewell b
experience

Inquiry Into Satellite and Missile Programs
1958

looking at the politics of nuclear waste this book examines the subject from an international
standpoint other works by the author andrew blowers include the limits of power and something in
the air and he has been co editor on books such as nuclear power in crisis
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